Supply Chain Security
The suppression of international terrorism and
business crime becomes
more and more part of
business companies’ dayto-day life.
This includes where you
have to provide evidence
that at all stages of the
supply chain no unauthorized person has access to the
goods or can manipulate them. This applies also and
especially to logistic companies. One of the required security measurements is the access control to the company’s
premises.
With the company Transoflex
the parking area for the employees is outside the completely
fenced in premises. You can
only enter by a door with access
control that is reliably and
immediately closed by a door
closer RTS every time somebody
has entered... and it is nearly
vandal proof.
The RTS is available with different front plates to fit different
types of doors (metal, wood etc.).

Protection of Commercial Properties and Company Buildings
With the Postbank in Frankfurt/Germany a green area was
open to everybody – until vandalism stopped this. Now a
fence protects the whole area. The entrance gates for the
employees are equipped
with transponder access
controls. Door closers RTS
make sure the doors are
always closed and thus
provide efficient protection
of the area.
Due to the adjustable
closing speed the doors
are closed in a way that
the contact of the access
control system always
functions without fault.

Architectural Special Solutions
Monument Conservation
and Ultra-modern
Technology –
no Contradiction
The town hall of Leimen/
Germany is a listed building from 1800.
To enable a modern administration working in
an old building is no
easy task. The entrance
area has been designed
in an open and welcoming way with a glass entrance door
and glass panels. The complete fittings on the RTS closer
disappear nearly invisibly in the door. The DICTATOR door
closer RTS is built in
in the steel middle
part of the door.
In case a door closer
RTS can be built in
only in the upper or
lower part of a door,
there are types with
one-sided fixing plates
available.

For the visitors of the town hall
in Leimen the door closer is invisible and does not affect the
impressing view of the building.
The door closer RTS allows for
ambitious architectonical solutions as far as doors are concerned, without affecting the complete
concept.
The DICTATOR range not only
comprises high quality products
but also advisory service and
support when choosing the
appropriate product(s). It also
includes our technical consultants providing complex
solutions, either on site or in the office.
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Active Safety and Comfort
by Closing Systems
DIREKT and RTS

Closing Systems DIREKT and RTS

Well-Engineered Door Closing Solutions for
Special Applications
There are many applications where standard door closers
reach their limits: e.g. on doors without an upper frame,
which is normal on outdoor access gates. Or considering
possible vandalism the door closer should not be visible.
Also with special door shapes, or with architecturally
high grade doors, where for optical reasons no
door closer should be visible. These are
examples of applications where
DIREKT and RTS can be
considered
as viable
options.

Door Closers RTS and DIREKT
The door closer RTS (ill. above) is inserted into the door,
e.g. in the tube profile. It is nearly invisible and thus well
protected against damage on purpose or by accident.
The door closer DIREKT is the more economic
solution. It is installed on the exterior
of the door. This makes it ideal
for re-fitting.

The door closers DIREKT and RTS offer an extremely
wide application range,
especially considering their
continuously adjustable
closing speed.
The DIREKT is usually used
on exterior access gates
in fences etc. but it also
provides safety on interior
applications.
Secured barriers using our
closers in special premises
help to protect handicapped
people from accidents on
stairways etc.

Schools/Playgrounds

Access doors to schools must be kept closed to prevent a
child running into the street. Door closers DIREKT and
RTS are ideal in such
applications because they
automatically make sure
the doors are shut.
The same applies to playgrounds where another
positive side effect is
achieved: the playground
stays closed preventing
entry by dogs thus helping
the play area to stay clean.

In the petting zoo of
Münster/Germany two door
closers DIREKT provide a
trouble free situation for
children, animals and
parents: the access doors
forming an interlock close
on their own and thus
prevent animals from
wandering about. Parents
do not have to always
watch their children and all
can fully enjoy the visit in
the zoo.

Refuse Containers

Private Property

Safety Door Installations

Refuse containers ”behind bars”, i.e. closed doors.
There are many reasons to lock away garbage, for example:
- Keeping the place clean
- Preventing strangers from
depositing their garbage thus
leaving insufficient space.
Even worse, when the weight
of the garbage is charged, the
owners would also have to
pay for other peoples’ waste.

Door Closers on Garden Gates
Open garden gates can entice children playing in the garden or also the
dog to run into the street. A simple
spring also closes the gate, but it
slams it closed noisily and in an
uncontrolled way. This can lead to
accidents and is also annoying as
you always have to hold the gate
open by hand.

Experience shows that doors
that have to be closed
manually again and again will
stay open or they are just

The door closers DIREKT and RTS
work in a damped way and with the
speed desired from the owners.
Different versions meet varying
installation requirements.

Security by
Door Closers
On many housing
estates there are
safety systems installed to protect
the property and
the inhabitants.
But a complex access control can
only fulfill its purpose if the access
door is always
closed. The door closer has to assure the door closes
completely, but does not slam as this could damage the
contacts and other components.

thrown shut. The resulting noise annoys the
neighbours and in the
long run this may also
result in damage to the
door and frame.
All these things cause
problems
and
cost
money but are easily
avoided by installing a
door closer DIREKT or
RTS. Thanks to their adjustable closing speed
they close the door softly,
quietly and reliably.

This application is ideal for the door closers DIREKT and
RTS. The door closers
DIREKT is also furnished
in stainless steel and
therefore provides "good
work” even under unfavorable climatic conditions. It is available with
various closing forces
that may be reduced on
site, if necessary.
The included mounting
brackets help the installation considerably.

